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Abstract—This paper describes a motion generation method for dynamic lifting by a humanoid robot. The proposed technique suggests the possibility of taking advantage of the whole body motion in order to facilitate the lifting movement. In particular, the idea is to perform a preliminary motion in order to generate a momentum which is instantaneously transferred to the object as an impulsive force. This allows the humanoid to lift up an object that could not be lifted up only by continuous force. However an impulsive force may make the humanoid unstable. Then, we propose to set the center of percussion (CoPn) of the whole system at the center of the support polygon of the humanoid when it lifts up the object. We also propose a design method of a preliminary motion of the humanoid that generates a sufficient momentum to lift up an object without any slip, tumble and hop of the whole system. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by simulation and experiment.

Index Terms—Humanoid robot, Dynamic whole body manipulation, ZMP, Centre of percussion, Momentum transfer

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

HUMANS often generate preliminary motion and use it for another succeeding motion such as manipulation of an object in daily life. For instance, before throwing a ball or opening the door that has been shut fast, we generate a whole body motion to apply a larger force to the object. It would appear that there are two effects of the preliminary motion. One is the generation of auxiliary forces. When we can not move a heavy object by a continuous force as shown in Fig. 1(a), we enlarge the kinetic momentum of our own body by a preliminary motion and try to use it for applying impulsive force to the object. The other effect is to avoid unstable states such as releasing heel or toe from the floor. If the ground projection of the center of total mass (GCoM) of both an object and us is located ahead of our feet as shown in Fig. 1(b), we can not manipulate the object by a continuous force because our feet are not fixed in the environment. No matter how high power we have, our body leans forward around the toe in this case. But utilizing a kinetic momentum enlarged by a preliminary motion, we can lift the object without tumbling. It can be said that preliminary motion gives us higher physical capabilities.

On the other hand, preliminary motion for manipulation of unfixed mount type robot such as humanoid robot is not used in previous works. Manipulation by a robot has been especially discussed only in the case where the GCoM of the robot and an object is located within the support polygon formed by the outside edges of robot feet at the first moment [6]. But in usual tasks, a robot can not always put the GCoM in the support area at the beginning of a manipulation. Fig. 2 illustrates cases where a robot can not stand sufficiently close to an object due to an obstacle or a hole between the robot and the object, or due to the shape of the object. It is quite difficult to lift the object by the previous method in these cases corresponding to the case shown in Fig. 1(b).

If useful skills of the humans using preliminary motion can be applied to robot manipulation, we can expect that feasible tasks of robots will be extended.

Fig. 1. Infeasible case of lifting by continuous force. (a) Powerless lifting. (b) Leaning forward with heel up.

Fig. 2. Situations where a robot can not get closer to an object.

B. Related Works

Dynamic manipulation of fixed manipulator has been keenly discussed. For example, rolling control of a box on the paddle of manipulator [1] or rolling control of a ball on the butterfly shaped robot arm [2] have been studied. Zhu proposed a releasing manipulation, in which an object is hit on a horizontal plane by a serial manipulator [3]. However it...
is not necessary to discuss tumble or stability of robot in these studies because the base of robot is fixed in environment.

To take an example discussed in manipulation of unfixed robot such as humanoid robots, cooperative transportation by a human and a robot [4], pushing manipulation or lifting motion have been studied. Takubo focused on pushing a cart controlled by a humanoid robot, and proposed a method of a pattern generation to satisfy both stability and pushing force by locating the CoM of the robot in the support area given by contact configuration of both legs and hands [5]. Harada realized a pushing manipulation by a humanoid robot based on position control and force control [6]. He also proposed a method of lifting an unknown object by controlling the posture of the humanoid robot to locate a static balancing point in the support area [7]. But manipulation of an object in unstable state as shown in Fig. 2 is not considered in these studies. Konno dealt with the whole body motion of the humanoid and discussed appropriate working postures to apply a force to an environment [8]. But the dynamical effect is not considered in this paper.

Lifting motion may be likened to a kicking motion by comparing hind leg, its foot and fore leg to arm, object and supporting leg respectively. The weight of the robot foot is not well considered in previous works on kicking motion. It is regarded as disturbance in kicking control based on pendulum model or cart-table model. Study on walking control of a biped robot focused mainly on horizontal motion of the CoM, but vertical motion as well as rotational motion around the waist should be also discussed.

As for study on human lifting motion, analysis of torque pattern of expert lifter [9] or lifting speed of amateur lifter [10] are reported. But it may be difficult to apply these analytical results of complicate and agile motion effectively for robotic motion, because the mechanical structure or actuator-characteristics of robot are different from those of human-being.

C. Research Target

In this paper, we focus on lifting motion from the initial state shown in Fig. 1(b) where the GCoM of the robot and the object is outside of the foot area. Comparing with previous method of lifting, in which the robot lifts an object by continuous force from static initial state, we discuss effects of preliminary motion for lifting task and stability.

II. FORMULATION

A. Model

We here assume that lifting motion is a symmetric motion of robot and object. For our purpose, we take a 7-dof system in the sagittal plane as a model of robot. As shown in Fig. 3, weights of the robot and the object are denoted as \( m_{\text{rob}} \) and \( m_{\text{obj}} \) respectively, and the moment of inertia around the CoM of the robot is denoted as \( I_{\text{rob}} \). \( f_h \) and \( f_l \) are the force and the torque applied to the hand and the object respectively, \( [x_h, z_h]^T \) and \( [x_{\text{obj}}, z_{\text{obj}}]^T \) are the position of the handling point and the center of the object in the object frame respectively. \( d_{\text{obj}} \) represents the length of the object base. \( f_{\text{foot}} = [f_{\text{foot}x}, f_{\text{foot}z}]^T \) represents the force vector applied to the floor by the robot foot. \( J_i \) \( (i=1,2,\ldots,7) \) represents joint i.

Since the mass of the torso composed of waist, chest and head is the majority of total mass of the robot, its mass is regarded as that of the robot and its CoM is representative of that of the robot. We assume that the mass of the object is centralized on its CoM, and the grasping point is the CoM of the object in this paper.

B. Static stable/unstable reachable area

The static stable reachable area (SsRA) is defined as the set of positions of the robot’s hands where the GCoM of the total mass of the robot and an object is inside the support polygon. In the SsRA, the robot can statically keep the position of its hand in some posture of the robot. When the robot is in the static state with its hand out of SsRA, the robot tumbles. The size and shape of SsRA varies with the load at the hand. As Fig. 4 illustrates schematically, the gray area indicates the SsRA when the hand is free from the load. When the robot grasps an object with some weight, there are two types of SsRA. One is the hatched area in Fig. 5 where the object is away from floor. The other is the horizontal line passing through the grasping point on the object when it is on the floor. The SsRA narrows and distributes closer to the vertical line passing through the ankle joint as the weight of the object gets bigger.

In this paper, we assume that the initial state and the final state are both static, and start point \( P_s \) and end point \( P_e \) of robot’s hand are located on the horizontal line and in the hatched area in Fig. 5, respectively. In the static case of lifting, a continuous force can be applied to the robot’s hand to follow the trajectory. However, the robot becomes unstable in this case. The question we have to ask here is how to lift an object from the initial state to the final state passing through an unstable state as shown in Fig. 5.
C. Strategy for lifting

We assume that the GCoM of the whole system at the initial state is inside the support area described as the region between \(S_b\) and \(S_h\) in Fig. 3, but not inside the foot area described as region between \(S_b\) and \(S_t\). Then the ZMP at the initial state is outside the foot area because the ZMP and the GCoM of the whole system are generally the same point when the robot and the object are in the static state. Consequently when the robot starts to lift an object by a continuous force from the static state, it is necessary to make the ZMP move instantly from the initial position to the foot area to avoid the robot tumbling. But in this case, the high power actuation for motion of the robot and the object is required. As a practical matter, it is quite difficult for the static robot to move the ZMP drastically.

Even if an object leaves the floor by some means, the robot needs to generate an inertial force to avoid tumble. As shown in Fig. 6, reaction forces \(f_{react,x}\) and \(f_{react,z}\) generated by pushing an object along the direction of x-axis and the negative direction of z-axis respectively can be used for inertial force. However pushing force \(f_x\) and \(f_z\) shown in Fig. 6 keep an object far away from end point \(P_c\). Then it is quite difficult to move an object toward the end point by this way.

To solve these problems, we make use of an impulsive force as an auxiliary force for lifting motion and stability. We then focus on a preliminary motion to enlarge the kinetic momentum of the robot which is instantaneously transferred to the object as an impulsive force. The ZMP can be moved to the foot support area before the object leaves from the floor by the preliminary motion.

Fig. 7 illustrates sequential motion of lifting an object with preliminary motion. It consists of five phases, namely sitting, leaning forward, raising upper body, the pulling, and holding an object. The phases proceed from the left to the right. Motion from leaning forward to raising upper body corresponds to the preliminary motion.

![Fig. 7. Lifting motion of robot by impact. (a) Sitting. (b) Leaning forward. (c) Raising. (d) Pulling. (e) Holding.](image)

III. LIFTING WITH PRELIMINARY MOTION

Since humanoid robot is highly redundant, there may be many trajectories which realize lifting motion shown in Fig. 7. We discuss the lifting motion by dividing it into three events, namely motions before/at/after the impact in this section.

Fig. 8 illustrates an image of impact lifting which we propose. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the robot enlarges its momentum before lifting, and the momentum is transferred to an object at the impact. Then the object is lifted with the robot as a translational motion. But the robot has to move upward to lift the object to a higher position in a translational motion. It is an inefficient way in terms of energy consumption to move the robot defying gravity. For this reason, we focus on a rotational motion around the center of foot at the impact as shown in Fig. 8(b). It is generated by transformation of motion. We thus use the inverted pendulum model for rotational motion after impact.

Motions before/at/after the impact correspond to preliminary motion, impact motion, and inverted pendulum motion respectively. We discuss them in reverse order.

A. Inverted pendulum motion

Fig. 9 shows an inverted pendulum model for control of the robot and the object after impact. “A” in Fig. 9 represents the CoM of the whole system, namely the torso of the robot and the object. “C” “B” represents the center of the foot. We denote the mass of the whole system as \(m_{all}\), its inertia momentum around the center B as \(I_{allB}\). We here assume the followings:

- After impact, configuration of the upper body is fixed
- Position of the CoM of the whole system (point A) is controlled by the legs to follow the inverted pendulum motion around the point B
- Target position of the point A is on the line of intersection of the vertical plane passing through both ankle joints and the symmetrical plane for the robot

![Fig. 9. Inverted pendulum model.](image)

![Fig. 10. Lifting height.](image)

A state of the robot at the impact corresponds to an initial state of the inverted pendulum. Giving the initial position of hand (point \(C_e\)) and the lifting height \(z_{lift}\), the intersection of circular orbit and the horizontal line at the height of \(z_{lift}\) is the final position of the hand (point \(C_s\)) as shown in Fig. 10.

The point to be discussed here is to estimate the angular momentum just after impact which makes the robot reach a statically stable state with the object. The target point corresponds to the equilibrium point of the inverted pendulum. By using mechanical energy function expressed in terms of the generalized coordinate, the angular momentum \(L_B\) of the whole system can be given by
where $r_c$ is a vector from point j to point k in the frame $\Sigma_{xz}$, $|r_c|$ is the distance between the point j to the point k, and $\phi_h$ is the angle between the vertical line and the line AB at the initial state. $l_{all} = l_{all} + m_{all} |r_{s_a}|^2$.

B. Impact motion

Impact is used for lifting, but meanwhile it can make the system unstable. When the robot applies an impulse to an object for lifting it, the robot can receive a large reaction force in a short time. At that time, each part of the robot is accelerated and velocity of it can be instantaneously changed by the impact. In this case it is necessary to prevent the foot from moving because movement of the foot possibly makes the robot unstable.

We here focus on the center of percussion (CoPn) to reduce the negative effect of impact. The CoPn is the point where an impact will produce translational and rotational forces which perfectly cancel each other \[11\]. In other words, translational and rotational velocities generated by impact perfectly cancel each other at the point. Then the CoPn is the pivot point where velocity does not change when impact occurs. We propose to set the CoPn at the center of the support polygon of the robot when the robot lifts up the object. We investigate motion of the robot before/after impact to set the CoPn at the center of the foot.

As shown in Fig. 11, “C” $[x_c, z_c]^T$ is the CoM of the object, “D” $[x_{ad}, z_{ad}]^T$ is the CoM of the robot. Line $l_1$ represents a lifting direction passing through the point C, $\phi$ is the lifting angle between line $l_1$ and the horizontal line. Line $l_2$ and line $l_3$ are parallel to line $l_1$ and passing through the point A and D respectively. $z$ is the axis of a frame $\Sigma^x$ parallel to line $l_1$, $l_2$ and $l_3$. “E” is the foot of the perpendicular to the line $l_3$ from the point B. “F” and “G” are the intersections of line BE and line $l_2$ and line $l_3$ respectively. When we consider the whole system as a single body, we denote its mass as $\Sigma_{mall} = [\Sigma_{all}, \Sigma_{mall}]^T$, its counter clockwise angular velocity as $\omega_{all}$ and the inertia momentum around the center A as $l_{all}$ respectively. We also denote velocities before and after lifting the object as $\vec{v}$ and $\vec{v}^*$ respectively in the frame $\Sigma^x$.

Supposing that external torque does not apply to the whole system when impact occurs, we get the following equation from the law of conservation of angular momentum around the point A:

$$I_{rob} \cdot \omega_{rob} + *r_{ad} \times m_{rob} \cdot v_{rob} + *r_{ac} \times m_{obj} \cdot v_{obj} = I_{all} \cdot \omega_{all} + *r_{ad} \times m_{rob} \cdot v_{rob}^* + *r_{ac} \times m_{obj} \cdot v_{obj}$$

\(2\)

where $*r_{ad} = [*r_{ad}, *r_{ac}]^T$ is the vector from the point A to the point D in the frame $\Sigma^x$ $*r_{ac} = [*r_{ac}, *r_{ac}]^T$ is the vector from the point A and the point C in the same frame. $v_{rob} = [*v_{robx}, *v_{roby}]^T$ is the velocity vector of the robot and $v_{obj} = [*v_{objx}, *v_{objy}]^T$ is that of the object. “$\times$” in (2) represents the cross product. Here we assume the following things:

- The object is static before impact ($*v_{objx} = *v_{objy} = 0$)
- The robot does not move in the direction of $*x$ axis before impact ($*v_{robx} = 0$)
- The robot and the object are regarded as a single body after impact ($*v_{robx} = *v_{objx} = *vallx, *v_{robz} = *vobjz = *vallz$)

Since the robot applies impulse to the object in the direction of $*z$ axis, velocity of the robot and the object after impact will be in the direction of $*x$ axis does not change. Hence, $*v_{robx} = *v_{objx} = *vallx = 0$. As the point A divides segment CD in the ratio of mass, $*r_{ad} = -*r_{ac}, m_{obj}/m_{rob}$. Then considering assumptions described above, (2) can be simplified as follows:

$$\frac{*v_{rob}}{(I_{all} \cdot \omega_{all} + *r_{ac} \times m_{obj} \cdot v_{obj})} \cdot I_{rob}$$

\(3\)

Assuming that the point B is the CoPn, velocity of the robot at the point B does not change before/after impact. We obtain a condition described by the following equation \[11\]:

$$*v_{all_B} = *v_{all} - *r_{sa} \cdot \frac{\omega_{all}}{0}$$

\(4\)

where $*v_{all_B}$ is velocity of robot at the point B. Since the equation of line $l_3$ is expressed by $x \tan \phi + z - z_c \tan \phi + z_c = 0$, line $l_3$ is uniquely identified when giving values of both $\phi$ and $[x_c, z_c]^T$. Then the shortest distance from the point B to line $l_3$, which is represented by $|*r_{sa}|$, is given by

$$|*r_{sa}| = |x_c \tan \phi + z_c| / \sqrt{(\tan^2 \phi + 1)}$$

\(5\)

According to the geometrical conditions, we get followings:

$$|*r_{sa}| = |*r_{sa}| - |*r_{sa}| = |*r_{sa}| - |*r_{sa}|$$

\(6\)

When angular momentum around the point B after impact $L_B$ is given by (1), the velocity of whole system should be satisfied with the following equation.

$$L_B = |*r_{sa}| \cdot m_{all} \cdot \frac{|*v_{all}|}{l_{all} \cdot \omega_{all}}$$

\(7\)

Once the configuration of robot at the impact is given, $I_{rob}$ and $I_{all}$ are calculated. The following equation is given by (4) and (7):

$$*\omega_{all} = L_B / (|*r_{sa}|^2 m_{all} + l_{all})$$

\(8\)
Substituting (8) to (3), we obtain the relation between $*_{Vrobz}$ and $*_{\omega rob}$.

Absolute coordinates of velocities of CoMrob are calculated by coordinate transformation ($\Sigma^*\rightarrow\Sigma$) as follows:

$$V_{rob} = Rot(\phi)*V_{rob}$$

where $V_{rob} = [V_{robx}, V_{roby}, V_{robz}]^T$, $*V_{rob} = [*V_{robx}, *V_{roby}, *V_{robz}]^T$ and $Rot(*)$ is the rotation matrix.

C. Preliminary motion

In previous paragraph, we clarified the relation between $*_{Vrobz}$ and $*_{\omega rob}$ which reduces negative effect of impact. We here discuss how to design preliminary motion considering the relation. For simplification of this subject, we assume the following things:

- The power of the actuators of the arms is small. Then the arms are nearly stretched when impact occurs in order not to yield to impulsive force in the direction of the stretched arm.
- Angle of joints 4 and 7 in Fig. 3 are constant.
- Position of the ankle and the wrist are constant.

Under these conditions, all joint angles of the robot are calculated by the inverse kinematics when the position and posture of torso are given. Then we design the trajectory of the position and posture of the torso to obtain the desired joint angles which are command data.

Giving the position of the object, the foot of the robot, and the direction of lifting the object, we first decide a path for the preliminary motion considering the direction of lifting the object. Here we suppose that the posture of torso are given. Then we design the trajectory of the torso of the robot in preliminary motion by using a function of the modified constant velocity, which is one of the cam curves [12], [13]. $S_0$, $V_c$ and $A_c$ in Fig. 13 represent displacement, velocity and acceleration with respect to dimensionless time $T$. The $S_0$ of this cam curve changes from 0 to 1 smoothly as shown in Fig. 13. We use the first half of the cam curve ($0<T<0.5$) for design of the motion of the CoMrob.

![Fig. 12. Trajectory of the torso. (a) Path. (b) Initial/impact posture.](image)

Supposing that $t_f$ is the finish time of the cam curve in Fig. 13, configuration of torso of robot can be described by path length $s(t)$ and angle $q(t)$ which are given by followings:

$$s(t) = \alpha S_0(t/t_f), \quad q(t) = \beta S_0(t/t_f), \quad (9)$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the maximum displacement. Letting $v(t)$ and $\alpha(t)$ as derivative of $s(t)$ and $q(t)$ respectively, $v(t)$ and $\alpha(t)$ are represented by

$$v(t) = \alpha/t_f V_c(t/t_f), \quad \alpha(t) = \beta t_f V_c(t/t_f). \quad (10)$$

When impact time $t$ is set as $T = t/t_f = 0.5$, $t = t_f/2$. Then velocities of torso at the impact time can be given by

$$v(t_f/2) = *_{Vrobz}, \quad \omega(t_f/2) = *_{\omega rob}. \quad (11)$$

Letting $r_{soc}$ be the distance between $D_0$ and $D$, $|r_{soc}|$ is equal to $s(t_f/2)$. Then the following equation is given by (9).

$$\alpha = s(t_f/2) / S_0(1/2) = r_{soc} / S_0(1/2) \quad (12)$$

Then $*_{Vrobz}$ is given by (10), (11), and (12) as follows:

$$*_{Vrobz} = v(t_f/2) = \alpha/t_f V_c(1/2) = r_{soc} / t_f V_c(1/2) / S_0(1/2) \quad (13)$$

Since $*_{\omega rob}$ is given by substituting (8) and (13) to (3), $\beta$ is also calculated by

$$\beta = \alpha(t_f/2) t_f / V_c(1/2) = *_{\omega rob} t_f / V_c(1/2) \quad (14)$$

When the position of the object, the foot of the robot, the initial configuration of the CoM of the robot, the direction of lifting the object and the finish time are given, we can design a trajectory of the torso of the robot in preliminary motion by substituting (12) and (14) to (9).

D. Constraints

As shown in Fig. 3, the robot can expand its support area from the foot area $S_h$ to the foot-object area $S_i$, holding the object on the floor. Hence the robot can accelerate/decelerate the raising motion, maintaining its stability while object is still on the floor. But there are...
possibilities of slipping, leaning or hoping of the object in this phase because the object is not fixed on the floor. Constraints of a force of the hand to avoid these possibilities are given by following inequalities:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_h \leq \mu_{\text{obj}} (m_{\text{obj}} g - f_h) \\
  \tau_{\text{edg}1} = r_h - m_{\text{obj}} g \hat{x}_{\text{obj}} + f_{\text{h}} z_h - f_{\text{h}} z_h < 0 \\
  \tau_{\text{edg}2} = r_h + m_{\text{obj}} g (d_{\text{obj}} - x_h) - f_{\text{h}} (d_{\text{obj}} - x_h) - f_{\text{h}} z_h > 0 \\
  m_{\text{obj}} g - f_{\text{h}} > 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mu_{\text{obj}}\) is the coefficient of static friction between the object and the floor, \(\tau_{\text{edg}1}\) and \(\tau_{\text{edg}2}\) are the torque around the each edge of the object in contact with the floor as shown in Fig. 3. Equations (15), (16), (17), and (18) describe conditions that the object does not slip, lean backward, lean forward, and leave from the floor, respectively.

Furthermore, we denote the coefficient of friction between the floor and the foot of the robot as \(\mu_{\text{foot}}\). We have to impose some constraints so that the robot can not tumble or get off the ground. These constraints are written as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{foot}} < -\mu_{\text{foot}} f_{\text{foot}} \\
  f_{\text{foot}} < 0
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, the ZMP of whole system should be inside the support polygon which is formed by the edge of the robot foot and the object.

IV. Simulation

We performed simulation through the dynamic simulator developed for the humanoid robot HRP-2 to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. We take a box as object. We here assume that grasping point is the CoM of the box, and it has coordinate \((0.54[m], 0.495[m])\). Mass of the box is \(4.5[kg]\).

First, we examine the operational force of the hand \(f_h = [f_h, f_h]^{T}\) which prevents the box form slipping, leaning and hoping. A curve in Fig. 14 shows that operational force of the hand applied to the box in preliminary motion (from leaning forward to raising upper body). Red area in Fig. 14 represents area of operational force of the hand satisfied with inequalities (15)-(18) where \(z_h = 0.495[m], x_h = 0.15[m], d_{\text{obj}} = 0.3[m]\), and \(\mu_{\text{obj}} = 0.4\). It can be said that the operational force does not move the box in preliminary motion because the curve in Fig. 14 is inside red area. We confirmed that \(f_{\text{foot}}\) is satisfied with the condition formed by inequalities (19) and (20).

Second, we show the change of the ZMP with time in Fig. 15. Three broken lines in order from top of Fig. 15 represent \(x\) coordinates of point \(S_i, S,\) and \(S_o\) in Fig. 3 respectively. Dashed line in Fig. 15 represents impact time which is the start time of lifting motion. As shown in the figure, the ZMP stays in the area between edge of the box and heel of the robot before impact, and it stays in the area of foot after impact. Moreover change of the ZMP for impact is very small. Consequently it is shown that it is possible to lift the box stably by the proposed method.

![Fig. 14. Operational force to the box.](image1)

![Fig. 15. Simulation result of the ZMP position of the whole system at the impact (broken lines: support area).](image2)

Finally animation of lifting motion is shown in Fig. 16. As shown in the figure, the robot can pass through the statically unstable state to the final static stable state without tumbling.

V. Experiment

We performed experiments of the lifting motion by using the humanoid robot HRP-2. The total d.o.f. of HRP-2 is 30. Also, the height and the weight of the HRP-2 are \(h = 1.539[m]\) and \(m_{\text{rob}} = 58[kg]\), respectively. Fig. 17 shows change of the ZMP with respect to time. In HRP-2 system, the ZMP can be measured by the force sensors equipped at the foot. But an exact ZMP can not be obtained only by the foot force sensor in the case that the robot contacts the environment through an object such as the experiment. The exact ZMP can be measured when the object leaves the floor. As shown in the Fig. 17, the box is lifted at 10.12[s]. Therefore the data from the time is available. Comparing to simulation results, the direction of change of the ZMP is different, but it is apparent that variations of the ZMP could be reduced.

Fig. 18 shows the snap-shot of the experiment. The robot first squats down. Then, it grasps a box. It further lifts up the box. In the experiment, the weight of the carried box was set as \(4.5[kg]\). Repeatability of the experiment was confirmed.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, lifting an object by making use of preliminary motion was discussed. In order to extend capabilities of humanoid robots, we investigated methods for manipulating objects based on preliminary motion. Firstly, we presented a
method of lifting an object without leaning, tumbling and leaving from floor by using impulsive forces combined with preliminary motion. Secondly, we proposed a method for setting a desired motion allowing the center of percussion to agree with the center of the support polygon to reduce the impact effect received by the robot while lifting the object. The possibility of lifting an object by a humanoid robot has been verified by dynamic simulation and experiments. A future work is to develop the algorithm to decide a suitable posture of the robot for impact lifting.

![Lifting motion by HRP-2](image1)

![Experimental result of the ZMP position](image2)
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